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Abstract 

The Standards of Learning (SOL) for Virginia public schools, and different countrywide 

standards, set expectations for pupil achievements in the course of the college yr for many subjects, 

consisting of science. Because educators ought to put together their college students for end-of-

course checks primarily based on the SOL, school room dialogue and deeper perception of matters 

can be lessened. Middle faculty college students exhibit declines in motivations and attitudes 

towards science, and challenges are higher for English-learning (EL) students. Incorporating 

storytelling into science lecture rooms can be useful to EL and non-EL college students due to the 

fact it affords difficult matters and vocabulary in a less difficult and greater enticing way than 

normal textbooks. This venture seeks to grant center faculty educators with equipment to contain 

science memories into lecture rooms besides sacrificing necessary SOL topics. 
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Introduction 

The Standards of Learning (SOL) for Virginia Public Schools set up minimal expectations 

for what college students need to recognize and be capable to do at the give up of every grade or 

direction in English, math, science, records and social science, and different topics (Virginia 

Department of Education, 2020). The science SOL area emphasis on college students growing and 

the usage of communication, collaboration, fundamental thinking, and innovative wondering 

abilities and on grasp how civic duty performs a function in the functions of science (Virginia 

Department of Education, 2018). Similar dreams have been set nationally through the Next 

Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and Ocean Literacy Principles, indicating that scientific 

literacy is crucial for the success of college students and graduates throughout the United States. 
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The Virginia SOL describe the state’s expectations for each students’ and teachers’ 

achievements, even though they can once in a while lead to a slender discipline of center of attention 

and a tendency to pass over matters that might also now not practice at once to the SOL or end-of-

course assessments (Grogan, 2001). In a find out about carried out to examine teachers’ and 

principals’ responses to the challenges in getting ready excessive faculty college students to skip 

Virginia SOL exams, Grogan (2001) discovered that instructors felt rushed to cowl all of the matters 

required with the aid of the SOL. For example, instructors should no longer spend as plenty time on 

category dialogue as they would have appreciated and felt that the end-of-course assessments 

required rote memorization of content material alternatively than deeper understanding. Because this 

find out about used to be performed in 9 teachers’ school rooms and blanketed biology as properly 

as English and algebra, and Virginia SOL are section of students’ journey throughout their complete 

tutorial careers, it can be concluded that comparable challenges are being faced in science school 

rooms at all distinct grade tiers (Grogan, 2001). Despite these obstacles, the Virginia SOL and 

different comparable academic frameworks are the preferred for public faculties in the nation and 

beyond. It is the educators’ and teachers’ accountability to discover approaches to interact their 

college students whilst assembly these requirements to make sure students’ success as soon as they 

depart the classroom. 

Challenges for Center College science students 

Science is a tough concern for college students to grasp, specifically for college students 

coming into secondary or center school, the place they are confronted with new, linguistically 

complicated textual content and a shift towards greater summary wondering (Crocetti &amp; Barr, 

2020). A learn about by means of Osborne et al. (2003) on the attitudes of college students towards 

science confirmed that in most countries, college students enter center faculty with a fine mindset 

towards and activity in science, however that their trip in science lecture rooms erodes their pastime 

in the subject. Indeed, center college is a grade degree the place there is an located decline in each 

motivations and attitudes toward science, affecting each scientific literacy in and past the study room 

as nicely as profession preference post-secondary faculty (Crocetti &amp; Barr, 2020). Middle 

college students are mastering an totally new set of competencies for gazing and explaining the 

world, and many college students are struggling to recognize and follow science principles in their 

everyday lives. Difficult-to-handle texts and the from time to time discussion-limiting nature of SOL 

and different instructional frameworks make it difficult for college students to be engaged with and 
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stimulated to research science. 

These challenges are even larger for English-learning (EL) college students and college 

students from decrease socioeconomic backgrounds, whose linguistic and verbal exchange 

competencies may additionally now not be as developed as these of their friends (Crocetti &amp; 

Barr, 2020). EL college students have a well-established first language different than English 

however can have assorted stages of English language development, which can lead to difficulties 

greedy scientific content material or speaking their findings (Lee et al., 2013). Typical science 

training for bilingual college students is delivered monolinguals in the school’s majority language. 

Because of this, many bilingual college students are unable to use all of their language abilities in the 

study room and their tutorial achievements are decrease than their monolingual counterparts (Ünsal 

et al., 2018). In a world the place it is turning into an increasing number of extra frequent to be 

bilingual instead than monolingual, it is essential to reflect on consideration on these students’ 

experiences and furnish them with equipment they can use to prevail in the study room and beyond. 

Reading and Science 

Observation, investigation, and inquiry are just a small subset of the abilities that science 

requires, however in order to talk the conclusions and findings that are generated by way of these 

investigations, science additionally depends closely on language often written. Most likely, college 

students will see dense science texts in the shape of their required textbooks, dry and regularly 

boring or challenging avenues for college students to interact with and apprehend new science 

topics. These texts are difficult for college students due to the fact they cowl content material and 

vocabulary that are no longer applicable in their each day lives and use vocabulary and language that 

they have frequently in no way skilled earlier than (Fang &amp; Wei, 2010). If college students do 

no longer discover academic texts beneficial or relevant, it is tougher for them to exercise and 

observe the abilities that are taught inside these texts. 

For EL students, possibilities for success with these texts are similarly diminished. More so 

than their English-speaking peers, EL college students locate the content material introduced in 

science texts inaccessible and extraordinarily tough to deal with (Tretter et al., 2019). These college 

students are no longer solely grappling with the complicated vocabulary and subjects that the whole 

classification is learning, however additionally contending with the critical language these texts are 

written in. Science school rooms are a vicinity the place students—regardless of their first 
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language—shift from the usage of day-to-day language to describe experiences and phenomena to 

the usage of greater formal scientific language gleaned from their instructions (Ünsal et al., 2018). 

Fang and Wei (2010) assert that for all students, analyzing and science are not possible to separate 

from one some other and that simple literacy is the spine of scientific literacy, on the other hand 

specific interest have to be paid to college students grappling with language limitations on pinnacle 

of the present challenges surrounding new science content. 

Storytelling in the Classroom 

How can we get college students to interact with scientific matters via reading, whilst 

maintaining the SOL in thinking and making the content material greater on hand and enjoyable? 

Storytelling has been woven into human lifestyles for generations as a device used for sharing 

statistics and making connections with others. Research suggests that narratives are less difficult to 

apprehend and are extra attractive than regular conversation methods, making them an notable 

device for science conversation with non-expert audiences (Dahlstrom, 2014). People additionally 

study narrative passages faster, recognize them better, and keep in mind the data introduced inside 

them higher than with their expository counterparts such as textbooks (Glaser et al., 2009). 

Science narratives, then, can promote getting to know and additionally expand students’ 

motivation to have interaction with new content material by way of imparting the data in a layout 

they can relate to. 

Fang and Wei (2010) assert that one positive method to enlarge students’ history know-how 

about science is to expose them to science alternate books—books meant for customary readership 

as an alternative than strictly academic texts—despite the reality that college students in middle 

faculty and past surely have interaction very little with studying in classrooms. Their find out about 

in contrast lecture rooms the place college students have been enticing with an inquiry-based science 

plus studying (ISR) curriculum, the place college students acquired once-a-week studying 

preparation in classification and participated in an at-home science exchange e book analyzing 

program, with these who had been enticing in solely inquiry-based science curriculum (IS) to see 

how analyzing affected scientific literacy. Results confirmed that ISR College students outperformed 

IS college students in each integral and derived scientific literacy, which refers to competencies that 

practice to all analyzing and the know-how of science content, respectively. The at-home analyzing 

application used to be deemed beneficial to the ISR college students due to the fact the science 
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change books have been greater engaging, in-depth, and had been written at extra different studying 

stages than the typical science texts, whilst the in-class analyzing training furnished them with 

cognizance of and the capability to use analyzing competencies that follow broadly to science such 

as predicting, analyzing, and hassle solving. 

Strategies for storytelling in the science school room are additionally relevant for EL students 

Particularly for these students, getting to know science starts off evolved with discussing 

matters in daily English earlier than transferring onto changing these identical principles into extra 

superior scientific language (Lee et al., 2013). This exercise ought to be carried out the use of 

science stories, which already have the intention of offering records in a simpler, greater enticing 

way. Visually enriched sources are specifically beneficial for EL students, bypassing language 

limitations or enriching text-based assets (Tretter et al., 2019). Narratives, when used in aggregate 

with supplementary language sources such as prolonged glossaries, can assist EL college students 

research and be assured in English and the language of science. Two research integrating English 

literacy and science exhibit that EL college students can enhance each science and English 

vocabulary competencies by means of combining them in one curriculum (Tretter et al., 2019). 

Science memories can hire all of these systems to supply EL college students a higher threat at 

having a superb trip in the classroom. 

Classroom purposes of science stories 

Science testimonies have the possible to be particularly beneficial in merchandising pupil 

success with difficult content. By writing these tales and incorporating matters or vocabulary that are 

pertinent to the SOL framework, it is viable to current college students with a one-of-a-kind 

introduction to the content material and instructors with greater choices to information their college 

students via kingdom standards. However, integrating analyzing into secondary science lecture 

rooms is a tough project in many regards. 

In general, center colleges are large and much less non-public than basic schools, with 

instructors seeing extra college students and specializing in their topics as a substitute than using a 

extra cross-curricular strategy (Fang &amp; Wei, 2010). Particularly when thinking about teachers’ 

present struggles to cowl all SOL substances for the duration of the faculty 12 months and assisting 

their college students put together for end-of-course exams, it is probable that analyzing should 
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compete with these duties or take up time that ought to be used for different instruction. 

Additionally, whilst many instructors have no qualms with integrating studying with science, they 

might also no longer have the knowledge, resources, or guide structures in vicinity to make it viable 

(Fang and Wei 2010). This is why making sure that the content material of science testimonies 

displays what should be protected in category and making this equipment handy to instructors is the 

first step. Giving instructors the chance to work with these substances in their lecture rooms and see 

the wonderful results they can have on college students opens the door for expert improvement and 

different education opportunities. Such possibilities would provide instructors the self belief they 

want to exercise their new capabilities with students. 

One advice for integrating testimonies into science school rooms may want to be to begin 

small: sending college students domestic with brief passages to study as homework or beginning off 

their type with bell-ringer-style studying assignments. Seeking out and making alternate books or 

quick science memories reachable to college students who may additionally prefer them as 

supplementary substances is any other approach that may additionally tackle the problem that 

studying may take away school room time from necessary SOL instruction. 

It is necessary to renowned the conceivable economic pressure that offering more substances 

may additionally have on teachers. A answer for this monetary stress may want to contain faculty 

and nearby public libraries supplying greater centered science alternate books that instructors or man 

or woman college students should test out. Additionally, colleges the place cross-curricular 

collaboration can happen or is influenced would be an notable area for science tales to assist college 

students thrive. 

Crocetti and Barr (2020) make the essential connection that English instructors play vital 

roles in assisting college students get admission to language and literacy throughout texts and 

disciplines, now not simply in the English classroom. It is clear that no be counted how science 

testimonies are built-in into standard science curricula, if these assets do now not exist or are no 

longer made reachable to educators, science training and students’ terrible attitudes towards it will 

now not change. 

Conclusion 

Because narratives and language can be beneficial equipment for growing perception and 
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enhancing attitudes towards science in center faculty lecture rooms and amongst EL students, this 

assignment seeks to furnish an get entry to factor for instructors to combine them in their 

classrooms. 

Sofia, Aman, and the Coldest Continent is a quick story that follows two center college 

students as they look up their idea to win a day trip on a civilian cruise to Antarctica. The narrative 

sees Sofia and Aman lookup the place and come up with a mission to pursue, as properly as their 

journey on the cruise and the connections they preserve up after their journey is over. The hope is 

that college students can see themselves mirrored in the characters, whilst additionally gaining 

publicity to vocabulary and science subjects they can also now not have encountered yet. Self- 

publishing of Sofia, Aman, and the Coldest Continent will be pursued post-graduation, as properly 

as expert illustrative work, to make this science story on hand to everyone who might also discover it 

useful. 

Two lesson plans with hands-on factors had been created to accompany this story, which 

draw at once from the matters mentioned in Sofia, Aman, and the Coldest Continent. The Case of the 

Missing Penguins, introduces college students to the declining populace of Adeline penguins in the 

Western Antarctic Peninsula. Students are challenged to analyze and interpret real-world information 

earlier than they are requested to formulate their personal hypotheses. Data for this lesson sketch had 

been tailored from the Palmer Long-Term Ecological Research (PAL-LTER) learn about place in the 

Western Antarctic Peninsula. Fishing for Plankton? Duties college students with designing and 

checking out equipment they can use to accumulate Antarctic plankton, giving them a platform to 

emerge as engineers and scientists. Real-world information tailored from PAL-LTER are 

additionally analyzed and interpreted in this lesson. These training are collaborative and provide 

college students the danger to check out an ecosystem that is probably very some distance from their 

homes, whilst additionally focused on particular SOL, NGSS, and Ocean Literacy Principles that 

enable instructors to experience assured that their college students are gaining sensible knowledge. 

In each lessons, an prolonged thesaurus in Spanish and get admission to glossaries in different 

languages are provided, permitting EL college students to have interaction with English-language 

content material whilst offering them get right of entry to supplementary substances in their first 

language. Combined, this merchandise provides instructors and college students the danger to 

discover storytelling in their lecture rooms barring sacrificing necessary SOL topics. 
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